Dennis Tan: <comment>I don't think registries need to validate that the script tags passed by registrars are accurate. This would be analogous to asking registries to validate that a city or postal code belongs to a country or territory. This validation operation belongs to registrars, in my opinion. Registries will simply store it.

Brian Aitchison: Thanks Dennis. Will read your comment once this aspect of the discussion is done.

Francisco Arias: regarding the discussions about validating language tags:

Francisco Arias: Recommendation #4 The Working Group recommends that, regardless of the language(s)/script(s) used, it is assured that the data fields are consistent to standards in the Registrar Accreditation Agreement (RAA), relevant Consensus Policy, Additional Whois Information Policy (AWIP) and any other applicable polices. Entered contact information data are validated, in accordance with the aforementioned Policies and Agreements and the language/script used must be easily identifiable.

Dennis Tan: <comment>even if a script tag is incorrect, transformation can still occur. Transformation tools don't use script information e.g. Google translate